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You may hear organisations talk about digital evidence, the work that digital forensics enforces and
people who work in such an environment. On a day to day basis, a digital forensics investigator may
extract and analyse data from laptops, smart phones, gaming consoles and tablets. Sift is useful in
several different environments. SIFT can: Provide incident response support at an incident or crime

scene, in a classroom, laboratory, or any organisation Provide backup recovery support in a lab
Provide forensic support to law enforcement Support forensic investigations Support forensic

investigation for the support of prosecution Provide support for incident response in a standard lab
Provide support for logical forensics in a legal environment Provide pre-audit and ad hoc assistance

in an organisation Support test and evaluation in a lab Provide recovery support for performing
reverse engineering Provide case management for forensic investigation Provide legal compliance,
and ethics training Provide post-restoration support at an incident or crime scene Provide technical

support to insurance and vendor support Provide post incident support at an incident or crime scene
Provide a variety of other support for an organisation Forensics is a must for those who use any kind
of computer. We all know that Hackers are everywhere and forensics is used to get back any hacked
data. SIFT also lets a user to recover deleted and lost data from various file systems. With SIFT, the

User can perform advanced forensics on mobile devices that run Android operating systems and
devices that run iOS 7/8 operating system. You can find all the existing operating systems, file

systems, and applications on the SIFT.
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